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TOPIC OF THE WEEK

Dialogue Table reaches partial agreements for
the sovereignty and protection of Venezuelans
The dialogue between the Government of
Venezuela and extremist opposition sectors added
its first two partial agreements, after the talks held
between September 3 and 6 in Mexico City, in defence of territorial sovereignty and social protection
against the economic blockade.
The first agreement, born from a request of the
government delegation, ratifies the historical and
inalienable rights of Venezuela over the Essequibo,
the adherence to the Geneva Agreement for the
amicable resolution of this controversy and the invitation to the Cooperative Republic of Guyana to
retake direct negotiations.
In the second partial agreement, it was established
that social protection measures will be prioritized
for the Venezuelan people, especially in dealing
with Covid-19. To do this, a Social Attention Board
will be installed and a commission will analyse
the impact of the so-called sanctions on access to
assets abroad, to recover them and use them for
the well-being of the population.
“We did it again in Mexico,” said the head of the

Venezuelan Government delegation, Jorge Rodríguez,
who indicated that this process “has a soothing element to which to turn at the present time.”

A demanding job
Both sectors recognize the complexity of the negotiations, which are already yielding promising
results. “In these four days of hard work, when we
can say the hardest things to each other, when
we can firmly maintain our positions,” those who
participate in this process understand that “the
results of this table will benefit all Venezuelans,”
Rodríguez said.
For his part, Gerardo Blyde, representative of the
opposition delegation, ratified the agreements
reached. According to him, he said, the opposition
will work to gain access to the country’s funds: “We
will do everything in our power, each one of the
parties.” He stated that he hopes that various social
sectors “can contribute ideas, can provide solutions”
to address the national situation.
The dialogue, guided by a Memorandum of Under-

standing signed in August, is facilitated by Norway
and accompanied by the Netherlands and Russia.

Peace and prosperity
The President of the Republic, Nicolás Maduro,
celebrated the partial agreements and reiterated
that the dialogue for peace and recovery “is a
success for Venezuelans.”
Previously, in a television interview, the head of
state said that the dialogue table resumes mutual
recognition of political actors in Venezuela, while
he called for concrete solutions.
“I can tell the whole world that we are going to
have the greatest amount of patience and strategic
height to seek an agreement for peace, recovery,
prosperity and well-being of Venezuelans.”
The next round of negotiations will take place
between September 24 and 27, when respect for
the Constitutional State of Law will be addressed
and the discussion on the social and economic
protection of Venezuelans will be resumed.
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Solidarity after heavy
rains affected Venezuela
China’s Ambassador in Caracas, Li Baorong,
informed the Venezuelan Minister of Foreign
Affairs, Félix Plasencia, that his country will send,
through the Chinese Red Cross, humanitarian
aid for the people affected by heavy rain in
Venezuela. Likewise the Emir of Qatar, Tamim
bin Hamad Al-Thani, stood in solidarity with the
Venezuelan people face this situation.
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More Covid-19
vaccines

Venezuela strengthens agenda
of integration and fraternity
Assembling mechanisms to promote and
strengthen Venezuela’s relations of fraternity
and complementarity with the rest of the world
is the main task on the agenda of the Minister
of Foreign Relations, Félix Plasencia, who held
meetings with Venezuelan ambassadors in
various regions and with diplomatic representatives accredited in Caracas.
Through telematic meetings, Minister Plasencia
designed with Venezuelan ambassadors in Latin
America and Africa a work route in order to contribute to consolidate Latin American unity and exchange with African countries.
On this matter, he stated that Venezuela laid the
foundations for the relaunching of South America’s
relations with African and Arab nations. An exchange is becoming established, he said: “With the

strength that gives us the Bolivarian and Chavista
commitment in Caracas; in union and joint work
with our brothers from Argentina, Brazil, Bolivia,
Cuba, Ecuador and Nicaragua.”
Likewise, he reaffirmed the importance of the
African Union and the Non-Aligned Movement
to defend the United Nations Charter, and to confront illegal actions such as the Unilateral Coercive
Measures imposed by imperialism.
Minister Plasencia also held meetings in Caracas
with the ambassadors of China, Li Baorong; South
Africa, Joseph Nkosi; Trinidad and Tobago, Paul
Byam; India, Abhishek Singh, and the Chargé
d’Affaires of Mexico in our country, Mauricio
Vizcaino, who delivered a letter from Mexican
Foreign Minister, Marcelo Ebrard.
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Cooperation between Caracas and Tehran
Minister Plasencia held a telephone conversation with his Iranian counterpart, Hosein Amir
Abdolahian, to send a high-level delegation to
Caracas in order to settle on a common cooperation roadmap for the next four years. The potential
agreements shall then be signed in Iran.

“Caracas and Tehran have an immense future of
building work,” said Foreign Minister Plasencia,
who proposed to Abdolahian to map out a joint
agenda for the United Nations General Assembly in
New York and the meeting of Foreign Ministers of
the Non-Aligned Movement.

CAPSULES OF IDEAS
“They have the force, they may overrun us, but the social
processes don’t stop through crime or by force.
History is ours and it is made by the people.”
Salvador Allende, last discourse to the Chilean people, September 11, 1973.
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A new lot of anti Covid-19 vaccines arrived in
Venezuela to strengthen immunization, the
second doses of the Russian antigen Sputnik
V and 693.000 CoronaVac vaccines, acquired
through the Covax mechanism of the World
Health Organization (WHO). Executive
Vice-President, Delcy Rodríguez, appreciated
the arrangements of the Director of the WHO,
Tedros Adhanom, to facilitate the delivery of
this first lot of the 12,068,000 vaccines payed
by the country to Covax.

Rejection to coup
d’etat in Guinea
Venezuela condemned the coup d’etat perpetrated in the Republic of Guinea against
President Alpha Condé “and expresses
its support to democracy and the full
reestablishment of the State of Law.” President
Nicolás Maduro “makes vows for the recovery
of the Constitutional Order and the security of
all its citizens,” an official communique states.

Condemn on assault
to Monomeros

Venezuela denounced the flagrant assault of Ivan
Duque’s government on the Venezuelan company Monomeros Colombo Venezolano S.A., located
in the neighboring country. Through a communique, it was condemned this maneuver that was
executed by “corrupt mafias that lead the extreme
right inside and outside Venezuela, headed by
Juan Guaidó.” President Maduro instructed the
government delegation “to include urgently in
the round table dialogue in Mexico, the assault to
an asset of the Venezuelan people.”
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New digital
space for the
anti-blockade fight

Government and productive sectors
advance together in economic growth plan

Venezuela, the fifth country in the world with
the most “sanctions” against it, adds a new tool
to disseminate the impact of these actions
contrary to International Law: the website of
the National Observatory of Unilateral Coercive Measures (UCM), which offers a comprehensive and updated view of the situation
caused by the blockade.
The digital platform, an initiative of the
National Center for Productive Investment, has
as its north “to build a space for the dissemination of information, which gives informative,
technical and scientific tools” not only to study
the blockade, “but also to understand and
look for ways to overcome it,” said the Deputy
Minister of Anti-Blockade Policies, William
Castillo, in statements to the media during the
launch of the website, on September 2.
The online site, which can be accessed through
https://observatorio.gob.ve/ offers content
such as the Anti-Blockade Law, a legal instrument that contains strategies of the Venezuelan
State to overcome the so-called sanctions, statistical data on the impact of the UCM on the
Venezuelan population, timelines on the imposition of the blockade and the development of
dialogue between the Venezuelan Government
and opposition sectors.
The website also provides updated content
from the observatory’s Documentation Center,
with a library that collects reports, audio files,
videos, research papers and newsletters; a
news section, a map on the application of
sanctions, a record of experiences of People’s
Power and the vision of experts in the anti-blockade struggle.
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Representatives of the Venezuelan Government
build with producers, workers and entrepreneurs a
comprehensive plan for the recovery and growth of
the 17 Productive Engines, through the design of
the Bolivarian Economic Agenda 2022-2024.
In Caracas, representatives of these sectors exchanged in a workshop with the President of the
Republic, Nicolás Maduro, and members of the
Executive Cabinet proposals and perspectives to
strengthen productive capacity in areas such as
pharmaceutical, agri-food, hydrocarbons, petrochemical, construction, tourism, telecommunications, amongst others.
This initiative is in addition to the various tasks set
by President Maduro, such as achieving with the
support of the Scientific Council the production of
all the raw material for the national industrial park,
and the attention to the transversal needs raised by

businessmen in the technical tables of the Superior
Council of Economy, such as public services and
price stabilization.
Also, together with 2,300 Productive Councils
of Workers, the action plan for the last quarter
of 2021 and the economic growth plan for 2022
will be designed.
With all these elements, President Maduro
stressed, it seeks to promote sustainable
development and sustained economic growth,
to defeat the blockade imposed on the
country. “They tried to take us to zero national
production, to zero import, to a total collapse as
a result of the sanctions,” but our country has “a
great capacity for resistance, for struggle and in
the midst of the greatest difficulties the feeling
of love for Venezuela was awakened.”
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VENEZUELA IN IMAGES
Lisbeli puts the finishing touch to the Paralympics
With her gold medal in the 200 meters, category T47,
Lisbeli Vera closed in Tokyo the best performance of
Venezuela in Paralympic Games. “We suffered a lot,
we worked very hard, but it was achieved,” said our
first athlete to achieve three medals (gold in 100
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and 200 meters and silver in 400m) in an edition of
Olympic or Paralympic events. The delegation added
three gold, two silver and two bronze medals, in
addition to the 17 diplomas obtained.
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Bolívar predicted
BEATS OF OUR PEOPLE
the future of
People
and
Government
work
to
nascent America
overcome emergency due to rains
in the Jamaica
Life overcomes adversity, and the story of two- protected by the State,” said the President of the
Letter
year-old Isabella Belandria attests to that. After Republic, Nicolás Maduro.
The writings, decrees and letters of the Liberator
Simón Bolívar have transcended through the
centuries. Of those documents, the Jamaica
Letter is considered the most prophetic and
visionary about the future of the nascent
republics of America in the 19th century.
The letter, called “A Southern American’s Reply
to a Gentleman from this Island,” was written
on September 6th, 1815, in Kingston, Jamaica,
and was addressed to Henry Cullen, an English
merchant residing in that island.
In the text, Bolívar masterfully describes the
causes of the loss of the Second Republic in
Venezuela, in 1814, and the details of the patriotic forces. Likewise, it predicts the future
of Mexico, Chile, Peru, Central America, New
Granada (now Colombia), Venezuela and
Buenos Aires (Argentina). It also performs a
precise analysis of the situation of the colonies
of Spain in the Caribbean.
Towards the end of the letter, the Liberator
concludes that the union of the new republics of
America was an uphill task, but only under that
principle would definitive freedom be possible.
That union “will not come to us through divine
prodigies but through sensible effects and
well-directed efforts,” Bolívar sentenced.
Today, 206 years after the prophetic writing,
the Jamaica Letter is “a fundamental pillar to
defeat the imperial onslaught and guarantee
the happiness of the people,” said the
President of the Republic, Nicolás Maduro,
who like Commander Hugo Chávez, promotes
Bolivarian thought as a tool for our American
sovereignty, peace and integration.
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hours trapped in the rubble of her house, which
collapsed after heavy rains in the Mocotíes Valley,
Mérida state, in the Venezuelan Andes, she was
rescued and operated on in a medical center.
This case is an example of the State’s work with
people power to attend to those affected by
the rains in 11 of the 23 states of the country.
Isabella’s family considers the rescue a miracle, and
appreciates the efforts to save the girl.
In Mérida, where a State of Emergency was declared,
more than 800 homes were affected, hundreds of
injured and more than 20 deaths. “We are going to
support even the last family that has lost its home.
The people must feel embraced, accompanied,

That is what rescuers, volunteers and state workers
do. The Government coordinates the shipment of
equipment and supplies to the affected areas. This
year, in addition, the Great Venezuela Housing
Mission plans to deliver 17,584 houses to the
victims in Mérida.
With equal dedication and commitment, the emergency is offered in other regions. In Anzoátegui,
in the eastern part of the country, comprehensive
care operations were activated especially before
the flooding of the Neverí River, which affects at
least 19 communities, in which around 30 thousand
families live.
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UNCOVERING FAKE NEWS
Dirty war against the military
at the service of the people
While the members of the Bolivarian National
Armed Forces (FANB, Spanish initials) are at the
service of the people of Mérida and ten other
states affected by torrential rains, dirty war
laboratories in social networks were activated to
attack the military, in the midst of the emergency.
With this campaign, it is intended to make invisible
the work of the National Government, volunteers
and the FANB, after President Nicolás Maduro
signed the Emergency Decree on August 24th to
facilitate care in the affected entities, including the
state of Mérida, in the west of the country.
While the attention was progressing, from
several Twitter accounts recently created in
Miami, as well as from spokespersons of the high
hierarchy of the Catholic Church, a false matrix
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was promoted against the FANB, accusing it of
“seizing” an alleged humanitarian aid that the
auxiliary bishop of the Archdiocese of Mérida,
Monsignor Luis Enrique Rojas, was taking to
Tovar, one of the most affected areas.
With false information, the intention was to
hide the established protocol: the supplies
must be delivered in coordination with the
State, as UNHCR, UNICEF and a group of NGOs
have done.
President Maduro condemned this attack
against the military, which until September 2nd
have carried out 20 air missions to get supplies
to those affected in Mérida. “Our soldiers (...)
what they are doing is kicking the mud, saving
innocents, helping those who need it.”

